
Blue Light therapies making inroads 
into health fields --

** PhotOral launches with blue light 
dental therapy license

** Blue Light Used To Harden Tooth Fillings 
Stunts Tumor Growth



Ramtha on ultraviolet blue technology from 
March, 2008

Amazing work with ultraviolet blue technology 
is on the horizon in your culture and around the 
world. It is becoming the answer to killing 
viruses, germs, and healing diseases. As 
technology grows from a Blue Body® into the 
scientific world of health and medicine, just 
remember where you learned it.”

- Ramtha
March 28, 2008



Consciousness Can Alter Our Physical Material World

We’ve written about it numerous times, it’s called the quantum double slit 
experiment, and it’s a great example of how consciousness can affect our 
physical material world. A paper published in the peer-reviewed journal 
Physics Essays explains how this experiment has been used multiple times 
to explore the role of consciousness in shaping the nature of physical 
reality.”



Consciousness Can Alter Our Physical Material World

“Observation not only disturbs what has to be measured, they produce it. We 
compel the electron to assume a definite position. We ourselves produce the 
results of the measurement.”

-- Arjun Walia in Collective Evolution



Ramtha: “The Brain As a Wavelength Receiver”

“It isn’t consistent that the Gods who created all the planes of life would not 
create themselves a body that could receive all of it. Gods that are so grand as 
to set gaseous forms, lower forms, into momentum in space — and to conceive 
of space, that eternal void, as a thought — would never have created a body, 
no matter how small, that did not have the ability or the perception to pick up 
all they have created. The human brain has the capacity of picking up every 
single one of the energy fields all the way to Infinite Unknown. As a result of 
that, the Gods developed states and realms of consciousness that coexist with 
those energy fields.”

- Ramtha



Laughter Does the Body Good

The evidence is unquestionable and no clinician or researcher today 
doubts the biological value of laughter. Dr. Berk, who earned his Ph.D. in 
public health, is regularly interviewed on CNN, 60 Minutes, The 
Discovery Channel, BBC, Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Korean 
Broadcasting System, and Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. The ability 
to intentionally create happiness and health exists within us and people 
want to know about it.



Ramtha on the value of laughter

“The greatest prayer you could ever say would be to laugh every day. For 
when you do, it elevates the vibratory frequency within your being such that 
you could heal your entire body.”

“The first thing I said to my daughter is that the greatest things are achieved 
in a light heart. It is not the heart, the pump, but the heart in humanity, 
meaning the true self, not the intellectual self. The heart always represented 
God. “

--Ramtha



Data collected by the European Space Agency’s Swarm satellites

Latest measurements confirm movement of magnetic North towards Siberia

Scientists previously estimated the Earth’s magnetic field is weakening at 
five per cent every century and now think it could be 10 times as fast

By Sarah Griffiths, UK’s Daily Mail
July 9, 2014



Ramtha said this very thing in November 2012 
which is on our RSE Webteam YouTube channel

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJOKOJYV-kM&feature=player_detailpage#t=1066
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